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GAILA KIRDIENĖ
There are ﬁve main ethnographical regions in Lithuania. Starting from the West,and going to the East and South they are the Klaipėda Region, Samogitia, Higher 
Lithuania, Dzūkĳa, and Suvalkĳa (or Sudovia) (see Figure 1). Two Western Lithuanian 
ethnographic regions are situated on the Baltic coast, with a larger, southern part 
belonging to the Klaipėda region (as far as the village of Nemerseta),1 and a smaller 
northern part to the Samogitia (lit. Žemaitĳa, ‘Lower Lithuania’). This article will 
analyse in detail the folk ﬁddle music (repertoire, structure and ﬁddling style) of 
the two north-western Samogitian districts of Skuodas and Plungė, including 
Rietavas.2 I intend to deﬁne its distinguishing features and compare them with the 
results of my previous investigations on the folk ﬁddle music of Lietuvininkai (that 
is, the Lithuanians of Klaipėda region or Lithuania Minor) and their neighbouring 
Samogitians, who were living in the districts of Tauragė and Kretinga in the ﬁrst 
half of twentieth century and, later, in the districts of Klaipėda and Šilutė.3 Together 
with the present day district of Kretinga, Skuodas and Plungė are the Samogitian 
districts nearest to the Baltic Sea where folk ﬁddle music has been documented (there 
are no known folk ﬁddlers native to the coastal areas of Palanga and Šventoji).
During the last few decades in Lithuania, interest in regional styles of folk 
music and dancing has grown as a�empts are made to resist the levelling impact of 
mass culture and globalisation. Although regional and other features of Lithuanian 
folk ﬁddle music have not yet been suﬃciently investigated, there is a thorough 
scientiﬁc study on Lithuanian folk accordion music wri�en by Albertas Baika, 
useful in that, since the nineteenth century, folk ﬁddlers and folk accordionists 
played together in various ensembles, and many musicians were able to play both 
instruments. Summarising Baika’s precisely performed structural analysis of folk 
accordion music (of its instrumental character, articulation, build-up, harmonic, 
melodic, rhythmic structure, and form), the author recognised three main regional 
instrumental styles in Lithuania: Samogitian, Higher Lithuanian (Lith. Aukštaitĳos), 
and South Lithuanian (comprising two Lithuanian ethnographical regions, Dzūkĳa 
and Sudovia). According to Baika, each of these regions has its typical instruments, 
composition of ensembles, and distinctive genre proﬁle in repertoire and style 
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of playing.4 During the last several years I have published some articles dealing 
with various problems of Lithuanian regional folk ﬁddle music.5 In my opinion, 
the available folk ﬁddle music material (approximately 4000 audio or video music 
recordings dating back to 1908 and some manuscripts or manuscript notebooks 
dating back to 1858)6 allows us to deﬁne the distinguishing features not only of 
Lithuanian regional styles, but in many cases also of local and individual ﬁddling 
styles.
Figure 1 Map of West Lithuania (from h�p://maps.takas.lt)
Jurga Zvonkutė, in her bachelor’s thesis on south-east Samogitian ﬁddle 
music, has analysed the playing style of seven ﬁddlers from the districts of Kelmė, 
Raseiniai, and Jurbarkas. Although she has not drawn any ﬁrm conclusions on the 
south-east Samogitian ﬁddling style, it is obvious from the results of her analysis 
that some of the ﬁddlers played in an archaic polyphonic style with a typical drone 
of open strings, while others used a more modern melodic style, seldom using 
double-stops. The common bow stroke is detaché, with some notes being played 
with a slurred legato, although the skilled ﬁddler Povilas Grigalis, from the district 
of Kelmė, o�en used other bow strokes, including staccato. Stopped strokes as 
well as some chromaticism are characteristic ﬁddling styles of the brothers Juozas 
and Povilas Šidlauskas, whose practice of playing with brass bands signiﬁcantly 
inﬂuenced their musical careers. Sections of the compositions are usually played 
in diﬀerent keys – not only in the common G and D, but also in C, A, F and B ﬂat. 
Besides the usual two-part form, some compositions are of one, or a three-part form, 
ABAC, with the predominant melodic ornamentations being appoggiaturas of one 
or two notes. Except for Grigalis, other ﬁddlers rarely performed glissandi, or used 
triplets or quintuplets. Do�ed rhythms are rare, with the music tending towards a 
slower tempo, o�en with a strong rubato.7
In 1987 in Lithuania, beginning from the North West, specialised 
ethnomusicological ﬁeld research was initiated, starting with questionnaires asking 
how the musicians learned to play, what instruments they played, whether they 
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used musical notation, and in what ensembles, and for what occasions, they played. 
Musicians were visited mainly at their homes, where they were asked to remember 
and perform traditional music. It was a time of the great national rising in Lithuania, 
and more than 100 volunteers participated in these studies with great enthusiasm. 
Most were students of humanitarian sciences (music, theatre, Lithuanian studies, 
journalism, etc.) who had li�le or no education in ethnomusicology, with only a 
few being folk music specialists on their instruments.8 As a violin student at that 
time, this was my ﬁrst encounter with authentic instrumental folk music traditions. 
Nevertheless, there was a notable absence of information about how this folk 
music was perceived and interpreted by the performers themselves. Even having 
performed a structural analysis of the music by using available additional material, 
it is still most important to have the material enriched by information from the 
original performers, or their relatives or successors.
Fiddle music of Lietuvininkai and their neighbouring Samogitians
Literary sources about the Lietuvininkai folk ﬁddle date back to the second half of 
the sixteenth century. The data allows us to assume that the ﬁddle, along with the 
Lithuanian zither (Lith. kanklės), the ﬂute or whistle, the bagpipe, the trumpet and 
the drum, was one of the most popular musical instruments in Lietuvininkai,9 with 
an ensemble of ﬁddles and ﬂutes being played at Lietuvininkai weddings at the end 
of the seventeenth century,10 while a solo ﬁddle, or one playing in an ensemble with 
a dulcimer and a whistle, or with a Jew’s harp, played for dances at Lietuvininkai 
weddings in the eighteenth century.11 In the second half of the nineteenth century 
the ﬁddle became more popular than kanklės, and dances, as well as songs, were 
played on the ﬁddle and the folk accordion.12
Without going into much historical detail, it is important to remember that 
the Klaipėda region did not belong to Lithuania, but to East Prussia for some seven 
hundred years, until 1923. The original Prussian territory was conquered by the 
German Order in 1274,13 and later they also conquered a part of Curonian territory, 
the Prussians and Curonians being western Baltic tribes.14 During the Second 
World War and a�er, for a variety of reasons, many of the inhabitants of Klaipėda 
emigrated, mostly to other Western European countries, although some of the native 
inhabitants, and folk musicians, returned a�er the hardships of the war and the 
post-war period, and stayed.15 
As in Lithuania and many other European countries, in the Klaipėda region 
(and all Lithuania Minor) instrumental folk music was long regarded as a less 
original and valuable part of the culture than the songs. The instrumental music of 
the Lietuvininkai was ﬁrst recorded in the second half of the twentieth century, and 
before that time there were no known musical transcriptions.16 From the limited 
data now available to us we are able to determine that in the twentieth century 
the Lietuvininkai used to play one, two, or three ﬁddles in various ensembles with 
zither and accordion but without any bass instruments. In the Lithuanian archives 
there are only thirty-seven music recordings, performed by two folk musicians from 
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Lietuvininkai: twenty-ﬁve pieces by mandolinist Martynas Kavolis were recorded in 
1960,17 and twelve pieces by the ﬁddler, mouth organ, and brass instrument player 
Martynas Dauskartas,18 were recorded in 2000. At that time Dauskartas was very ill 
and was not fully able to play. All these conditions greatly restricted the investigation 
of ﬁddle music features and, especially, ﬁddling styles.
From wri�en sources we ﬁnd that in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
the Samogitian folk ﬁddle was used at weddings and other feasts, either just a single 
ﬁddler, or as part of an ensemble consisting of two or more ﬁddles, and occasionally a 
small drum, mainly playing music for dancing (other genres were not recognised).19 
In the second half of the eighteenth century, ﬁddle music was well-liked on the 
estates where some landlords had violins at home,20 and folk ﬁddlers were welcome 
to perform at the estates on Shrove Tuesday in the district of Kretinga and other 
places.21 
The recordings of Samogitian ﬁddle music make up the greatest part of the 
recordings of Lithuanian folk ﬁddle music, but few of them were made in the ﬁrst half 
of the twentieth century.22 My investigation of the folk ﬁddle repertoire and music 
features of Samogitian districts neighbouring with Klaipėda region was based on 
the materials, collected from forty-three ﬁddlers (one born at the end of nineteenth 
century, twenty-two born at the beginning of twentieth century and twenty in the 
1920s and 1930s).23 Twenty-one of these ﬁddlers recorded more than 150 sets of tunes, 
twenty of which were transcribed in detail. In the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century 
some Samogitian districts were especially famous for ﬁddle ensembles or stringed 
orchestras consisting of one to four ﬁddles and a highly characteristic folk double 
bass (called basetla, basedla), or a drum. Samogitians bordering with Lietuvininkai in 
today’s district of Šilutė, used to play in string ensembles consisting of two ﬁddles 
or of a ﬁddle, viola and two folk double basses (one like a violoncello, another like 
a contrabass), but the most popular were ensembles of one or two ﬁddles and a 
bandonion (or concertina) and sometimes a folk double bass, a drum, or guitars 
were added. Unfortunately, few music recordings of ensembles, especially string 
ensembles, have been made. Since the second half of the nineteenth century the 
brass band tradition was very strong in West Lithuania, and frequently ﬁddlers also 
played a melodic brass or wind instrument such as a clarinet or a cornet. From this 
tradition orchestras evolved that consisted of one or two ﬁddles and a brass band.
The repertoire of ﬁddlers of Lietuvininkai consisted mostly of marches (see 
Figure 2) and slower dances: waltzes and foxtrots, and other dances such as Suktinis, 
a turning around dance, Reilenderis, similar to the German Rheinländer, and ‘O, 
Zuzana’ (‘Hey, Susan’), a dance also known in Samogitia as ‘Leilinderis’. Polkas were 
less popular in Klaipėda, and only a few country dances from Lietuvininkai have 
been documented since the middle of nineteenth century: some quadrilles, and one 
dance with a German title, ‘Lo� ist tot’ was played for a dance known in Samogitia 
as Lakišius, or Lapesdui and other variants. A far greater number of polkas and other 
traditional dances as well as country dances by Samogitians born at the end of the 
nineteenth century or in the beginning of twentieth century, were recorded. Waltzes 
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were preferred more in districts bordering on the Klaipėda region than in other 
Samogitian districts. Traditionally, the Samogitian ﬁddlers sometimes accompanied 
songs, psalms (like the Lietuvininkai), and roundelays (which Lietuvininkai did not 
perform), or played their melodies without a vocal part. The tradition of including 
a folk song tune in the waltz or march is known across Lithuania, but in the west 
of Lithuania the forms of such arrangements were more complicated, consisting of 
two to four parts.
Figure 2 Wedding march‚ ‘Suk suk ratelį’ (MFA D 17/25), played by M. Dauskartas, 
recorded in 2000 by A. Kirda and G. Kirdienė. (This and other examples,  
except No. 5, transcribed by G. Kirdienė.)
Besides Lithuanian dances, known throughout the country (e.g. ‘Suktinis’, 
‘Ant kalno karklai’ (‘There swayed the willows on a hill’), ‘Noriu miego’ (‘I want to 
sleep’), only a few old dances typical of both regions were documented: ‘Kepurinė’ 
(‘Hat dance’) and ‘Skepetinė’ (‘Kerchief dance’). In Minor Lithuania, according to the 
writers of the second half of the nineteenth century, these were danced either by the 
men or by the young women, and resembled country dances.
The Lietuvininkai of Klaipėda, unusually, rarely played tunes of Slavonic 
origin (dances of Polish origin would be more popular in the southern part of Minor 
Lithuania), although many were found in the repertoires of Samogitian ﬁddlers. 
Thus the ﬁddle music of Lietuvininkai shows noticeable Western European inﬂuences, 
and from the Samogitians, Eastern European inﬂuences. This was determined by 
both geographical and historical political factors. In 1569 the state of Lithuania came 
together with Samogitia, which had a long confederation with Poland, to form what 
was known as the Republic of Both Nations. In 1795 the biggest part of present 
day Lithuania was annexed by Russia,24 with an independent Lithuanian state 
reconstituted in 1918 and again in 1991.
Similarities in the ﬁddle music of Lietuvininkai and the neighbouring 
Samogitians are shown in regular long structures, compositions with a form of two 
or more parts, the use of major modes, diatonic scales with close intervals, and, very 
rarely, chromaticisms. Tunes with occasional leaps, the so-called ‘trumpet melodies’, 
are characteristic of country dances, polkas, waltzes and foxtrots, while the tendency 
to slower tempi and longer rhythmic values are more typical of the ﬁddle and dance 
music of Lietuvininkai than that of the Samogitians. The diﬀerent regional traditions 
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manifest themselves ﬁrstly in style, with: the ﬁddle music of Lietuvininkai being 
monophonic and light, and that of the Samogitians more homophonic and richer. 
Many Samogitian ﬁddlers living in districts near Klaipėda, played without open 
string drones. That musical feature, as well as the aesthetics of the Lietuvininkai 
can be associated with Protestantism, and, to some extent, with a stronger Western 
European impact. Similar diﬀerences are also characteristic of the vocal traditions: 
the Lietuvininkai sing monophonically, in one part, the Samogitians in two, three, or 
more parts.25
Music of the Skuodas and Plungė districts 
In these two districts researchers found forty-nine folk ﬁddlers, one of whom was 
a woman, twenty-seven in the district of Plungė and twenty-one in the district 
of Skuodas, between 1975 and 1991. Thirty-two of these ﬁddlers were born at the 
beginning of the twentieth century, four at the end of the nineteenth, twelve in the 
1920s and one was born later, in 1931. Music was recorded from twenty-ﬁve of them, 
seventeen living in Plungė and eight in Skuodas.
The recordings of some 160 sets of melodies are kept in four Lithuanian State 
Archives. These are mostly audio recordings, with the exception of a few video 
recordings of the musicians born in the 1920s.26 Only a limited number of items 
were recorded from each player: in the Skuodas district from as few as 2 items to 
8 from Rimkus or 13 from Bičkus; and similarly in the Plungė district from as few 
as 2 items to 16 from Domarkienė-Rupeikaitė, 18 from Vasiliauskas, and 27 from 
J. Platakis. Most ﬁddlers recorded around 6 to 10 sets of tunes. Performances by J. 
Platakis and Bičkus were recorded three times over several years, with music played 
by Citavičius, Rubavičius, Vasiliauskas twice, and of the other musicians only once.
In all of Lithuania we know of only a few folk ﬁddlers (that is, mainly self-
taught ﬁddlers with traditional repertoires and ﬁddling styles) born in the 1930s, 
during the Second World War and later, but there are many skilled folk ﬁddlers 
born in the 1920s. The evidence of an earlier decline in the number of folk ﬁddlers 
observed in the districts of Skuodas and Plungė is signiﬁcant also in other North 
Lithuanian districts up to the Biržai, in Higher Lithuania. Most melodies in the 
districts of Plungė and Skuodas were performed by ﬁddlers born at the beginning 
of the twentieth century, but the repertoire of younger ﬁddlers was signiﬁcantly 
more restricted. Thus we may assume that the folk ﬁddling traditions in the districts 
of Skuodas and Plungė started to vanish earlier than in the neighbouring eastern 
Samogitian districts, especially in the districts of Telšiai and Kelmė, being the 
greatest former centres of folk ﬁddling in Lithuania. This pa�ern also occurred in 
the districts bordering the Klaipėda region, although there were some ﬁddlers who 
had migrated from other Lithuanian regions.
Thanks to the music historians’ interest in the famous orchestras of the 
Plungė and Rietavas estates, we have unique published material dealing with 
the interactions between professional (institutional) music culture and folk music 
in the second half of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth. 
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At a specialised music school, established in 1874 in Rietavas by Duke Bogdanas 
Oginskis, gi�ed children of Samogitian families from villages and towns were able 
to learn music together with children from the then districts of Vilnius, Kaunas, and 
neighbouring districts. As had been the practice with older institutional traditions, 
they were ﬁrst taught to play the violin, and organ, and, later a wind instrument. For 
half of the day the pupils played the ﬁddle, the other half, the wind instrument. The 
school’s ﬁrst symphony orchestra was set up in 1883, and the school had a popular 
brass band. Throughout their training, the young musicians were encouraged to 
write their own compositions.27 Duke Mykolas Mikalojus Oginskis (a brother of B. 
Oginskis) established a similar school and orchestras in 1873, on his estate at Plungė.28 
Polonaises and mazurkas composed by Mykolas Kliopas Oginskis (1765–1833) had a 
special place in the repertoire of the Plungė orchestra, and from 1889–1893 the great 
Lithuanian composer and artist Mikalojus Konstantinas Čiurlionis studied at the 
school and played in the orchestra. 
The Rietavas orchestra never played for dancing, as its patron did not like 
dance music, but, besides various classical compositions, it used to play many 
marches, and when the orchestra played outside, local people could listen to the 
music. However, it was strictly forbidden for the orchestral musicians to have any 
contact with, much less to talk to, folk musicians, though some may have been quite 
professional, former players in Tsarist military wind bands. Once B. Oginskis heard 
a folk music ensemble playing a very familiar march at a wedding and was upset, 
since their members seemed to play much be�er than the professionally-taught 
musicians of his own orchestra.29
A�er the death of both patrons at the beginning of the twentieth century, 
the schools and orchestras were closed, and some of the musicians educated there 
returned to the status of folk musicians and organised their own schools and 
ensembles, although some had done that even earlier.30 Some orchestral musicians 
had their ﬁrst musical experiences in local folk music ensembles, consisting of strings 
and brass. Interestingly, a guild-like system has been discovered, in connection 
with one such leader, the famous folk musician, and blacksmith, Petras Jankauskas 
(died Plungė c.1914/1915), who had played many string and wind instruments. 
His notebooks show that he composed polkas and waltzes, taught his pupils, and 
hired workers, both for his blacksmith’s shop, and for playing ﬁddle and/or a wind 
instrument. His ensemble performed polkas, waltzes, and other dances such as 
the polonaise, and marches, at the estates. From about 1886–1887, his ensemble was 
taught by a former musician, a violinist and clarine�ist from the Rietavas orchestra, 
who used to perform with them at weeklong weddings. On his own, Jankauskas 
encouraged young men who went on to establish more than seven brass bands in 
areas of Plungė and Rietavas.31 A part of the same nineteenth-century repertoire 
with the same names of compositions (e.g. the waltz ‘Danube Waves’) was preserved 
by the folk musicians of the twentieth century.
During our ﬁeld research we met a folk ﬁddler from the Rietavas rural district, 
who had learned to play from his father, a former double bassist with the Rietavas 
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orchestra, although the son’s playing was not recorded.32 Another musician, who lived 
in what is now the district of Šilutė, also had a father who had played in the Rietavas 
orchestra. Although she was not able to play anymore, she still sang instrumental 
melodies which were more complicated than those traditionally performed, 
particularly dances, among them a minuet.33 Waltzes similar to a minuet (some of 
them known as ‘Mineta’) appeared only in West Samogitia, and in the districts of 
Plungė and Skuodas where they were mainly played by folk accordionists. In South 
West Samogitia, in the district of Šilalė a folk musician and ﬁddler had a manuscript 
notebook with polkas, waltzes, marches, foxtrots, tangos, and some older traditional 
Lithuanian folk dances (although not country dances), including some composed in 
Rietavas in 1905.34
In spite of the close relationship between the instrumental profession and 
the folk music cultures, the folk traditions of the districts of Skuodas and Plungė, 
including the small string ensembles, were preserved. Two ﬁddles and a folk double 
bass were very popular, although three ﬁddles in a similar ensemble were rare. 
Also popular throughout Lithuania, were ensembles consisting of one or two 
ﬁddles (or clarinet) and a folk accordion – a bandonion or concertina, and, later 
on, an accordion. In the rural district of Ylakiai, in Skuodas, a guitar, mandolin, 
or balalaika was added to such ensembles. In North Lithuania these instruments, 
together with ﬁddles, usually belonged to the so-called string orchestras, and a folk 
double bass and a drum were sometimes added to these types of ensembles. In some 
areas of the Skuodas district, ensembles were occasionally found composed of a 
brass band and a ﬁddle. 
Many ﬁddlers in districts of Skuodas and Plungė, especially those playing a 
brass band instrument as well, were able to play from wri�en music, but traditional 
tunes were usually performed by ear. Only Jundalas, who had been taught by a 
former conductor of a military brass band, claimed that he was playing, exceptionally, 
from the notes. Citavičius, who played in a family brass band, claimed that he liked 
to perform classical pieces, such as Nicolò Paganini’s La Campanella, and also had 
wri�en out the notes of the beginnings of the traditional dances in staﬀ notation in 
order to remember them.
Repertoire of the Skuodas and Plungė districts
When I ﬁrst went to investigate the folk ﬁddle music of Plungė and Skuodas districts, 
I tried to look at all the available material there about their ﬁddle music (and folk 
accordion, and wind instruments), and analysed some 100 ﬁddle music performances 
from audio or video recordings, played by sixteen ﬁddlers, including Petras Liatukas 
from Rietavas (see Figure 3).35 I and a student, Kazimieras Šermukšnis, made twenty 
detailed studies and some broad-brush transcriptions.36
Seeking to systematise the large amount of material, and to reveal the 
tendencies of changes – which melodies were most popular in a particular period 
– I used a method that I created in 2003.37 According to the musician’s age group, 
the data about each repertoire was put into a scheme that divided the tunes into the 
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main groups of genres: 1) various traditional dances; 2) country dances; 3) foxtrots 
and foxtrot-like dances; 4) polkas; 5) waltzes; 6) games and roundelays; 7) marches; 
8) songs (and hymns).
Although some Samogitian ﬁddlers were 
also good singers, the songs and roundelays 
made up just a small part of their repertoires, 
as the musicians were usually glad to relax 
during the breaks, when the people started 
to sing. Only two songs were recorded by the 
folk ﬁddlers from Plungė district: a song about 
young love, ‘Oi Juzi, Juzeli’ (Juzi is a Samogitian 
male name) (see Figure 4) and ‘Rekrūtų daina’ 
(‘Song of the new conscripts’).38 The district of 
Plungė is noted for a large group of dances, the 
music of which is based on traditional young 
love or wedding songs, ‘Oi Juzi, Juzeli’ being 
one of them. However, they were not played by 
ﬁddlers, but by accordionists. In the Skuodas 
district a song with obscene lyrics was recorded 
from the ﬁddler Šarva, which begins like a 
traditional matchmaking song, ‘Tumsi naktis mėneseina’ (‘It’s a dark moonlit night’). 
This ﬁddler had a good voice and had, interestingly, adjusted his ﬁddle to his own 
voice range by tuning it to D D¹ A¹ E².39
Figure 4 Song, ‘Oi Juzi, Juzeli’ (MFA KF 6448/45), played by K. Domarkienė-Rupeikaitė, 
recorded in 1975 by R. Gaidamavičiūtė and R. Astrauskas.
Figure 3 Petras Liatukas and a 
bandonion player playing for a 
feast in 1960 (EIA).
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Only one recording by a ﬁddler of a younger generation, Bičkus, of the 
widespread roundelay, ‘Šiaudiniai batai, Šakaliniai padai’ (‘Straw shoes, stick soles’) 
was made (see Figure 5). The duple-time metre and the regular two-part form of 
such roundelays coincides with the form and metre of many traditional Samogitian 
dances which make up the main part of the ﬁddler’s repertoire. Fiddlers were 
capable of dancing these dances as well, although, traditionally, they did not teach 
the dances to others.40
Figure 5 Raundelay ‘Šiaudiniai batai, Šakaliniai padai’ (MFA KF 7136/40), played by L. Bičkus, 
recorded in 1979 by R. Sakalaitė and R. Kabelis. 
In the district of Plungė, the ﬁddlers born in the nineteenth century had 
played mainly polkas, waltzes, and marches as in the Klaipėda region. In the district 
of Skuodas, researchers were able to ﬁnd only one ﬁddler of this generation and his 
repertoire consisted mainly of various traditional dances, although by then he no 
longer played. In both districts the ﬁddlers born at the beginning of the twentieth 
century remembered many traditional dances, including country dances, and those 
from Plungė also played many polkas and marches, but waltzes and foxtrots seemed 
to be less popular. This compares with the district of Skuodas where the ﬁddlers 
born in the 1920s have retained various traditional dances. The folk ﬁddlers of these 
districts (especially of Plungė) in the second half of the twentieth century were not 
involved in the activities of the folklore ensembles, which usually endeavoured to 
preserve and popularise traditional dances.
Among various traditional dances of Lithuanian origin played by ﬁddlers, 
some are spread throughout the country: ‛Ant kalno karklai’, ‛Mudu du broliukai’ 
(‘We, two brothers’), ‘Noriu miego’, and ‘Suktinis’. Other dances, such as ‛Kadagys’ 
(‛Juniper’), for example, were only known in certain areas, in this case, Samogitia. A 
few musicians mentioned some older dances such as ‘Obelėlė’ (‛Apple Tree’), ‘Oželis’ 
(‛Goat’),‛Blezdingėlė’ (‛Swallow’) and ‛Avietelė’ (‛Raspberry’), and this tune may also 
have been used for a polka with the same title. 
The dance ‘Suvartukas’ (a derivation of the word verstis‚ ‛to tumble’), according 
to a ﬁddler born in rural-district Rietavas,41 was played only on a ﬁddle, and never 
on any other instrument. Among these dances a common one from Lietuvininkai was 
‘Kepurinė’ (‛Hat dance’). ‘Blezdingėlė’ was also danced in the district of Kretinga.
Some other dances related to Latvian traditions are found mainly in North 
Lithuania, like ‛Gailitis’ (a derivation of a Latvian word meaning a cock), ‘Malūnėlis’ 
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(‛Mill’), and ‘Skruodelis’ (a derivation of a Latvian word meaning a tailor). The tune 
of the dance ‘Pliauškutis’ (a dance with a hand clap) is also known in Estonia.42
As in all Lithuania, the ﬁddlers in Plungė and Skuodas played many 
dances popular in other European countries: ‘Aleksandrovas’, ‘Gricinelė’, ‘Karobuška’, 
‘Krakoviakas’, ‘Mazurkas’, ‘Pačtaljons’, ‘Padispanas’, ‘Gražiokelis’ (a type of ﬁnger polka), 
‘Kreicpolkis’ (a type of seven step dance), ‘Lapesdui’, ‘Leilinderis’, ‘Pampaljonis’, ‘Subota’, 
and ‘Vengierka’ (a type of Hungarian dance). Some are of Eastern European origin, 
some of them are of Western European origin, and some are dances that would be 
best described as pan-European.
Usually Lithuanian ethnographic regions, and even districts, have 
characteristic country dances. In the district of Skuodas such a dance type with 
many variations is ‘Jonkelis’, a title perhaps related to the man’s name Jonas,43 with 
fewer examples recorded in the district of Plungė (and Kretinga, Mažeikiai).44 This 
four or eight couple dance lasted for an hour or longer and only those who paid extra 
for the musicians were allowed to dance. Although there are some suggestions that 
the music for the ‘Jonkelis’ might have just one part, recorded instrumental versions 
consist of two, and sometimes three, parts (see Figure 6).
Figure 6 ‘Kertinis jonkelis’ (LTR 2075/1), played by Ferdinandas Valantinas, born in 1902, 
lived in Skuodas district, Mosėdis rural-district.
Beside ‘Jonkelis’ in these districts, quadrilles were popular, usually consisting 
of two to six music sections in duple or triple time.45 A quadrille played by Liatukas 
diﬀers through the unusual jig-like (not waltz or minuet) character of its ﬁrst and 
third parts (see Figure 7). Liatukas was 84, and nearing death, when his music 
was recorded, but a very similar quadrille was played by Kaulius (born 1898), an 
older musician who was living not far away, although his ﬁddling manner is so�er. 
Similar parts (just with duplets among triplets) are characteristic only of some 
Samogitian quadrilles, with further examples having been recorded in the districts 
of Telšiai and Šiauliai),46 an exception being a quadrille recorded in the district of 
Prienai (South-East Lithuania),47 situated on the biggest Lithuanian river Nemunas, 
ﬂowing into the Baltic sea, which for many centuries was the main shipping route.48 
Lithuanian folk musicians had not given any names to these parts of quadrilles, but 
a dance jig ‘Džigus, Žigus, Žvigus jeb Engelits’ (‘Jig or English dance’) was notated 
traditionally in Latvian folk music only as a duplet rhythm.49 ‘English dances’ 
(‘Anglėzas’ and ‘Angelčikas’) have also been documented in Lithuania. 
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Figure 7 Quadrille: the ﬁrst part (MFA KLF 921/81), played by P. Liatukas,  
recorded in 1987 by R. Apanavičius and E. Virbašius.
Having identiﬁed ‘Nordic’ melodies in north-west Samogitian dance music,50 
and despite other possible inﬂuences, we can assume that the tradition has been 
exposed to Northern European inﬂuences, probably via the maritime contacts. Since 
the earliest times (sixth to ﬁ�h centuries BC), almost all the territory of present-
day Lithuania and a part of the Latvian Baltic coast were se�led by Curonians, 
famous for their seamanship, with Curonian and Scandinavian interaction being 
traced back to the earliest centuries of the current era. The trade, marriage, or 
military contacts across the Baltic were bilateral.51 Being pushed by the German 
Order, in the ﬁ�eenth and sixteenth centuries Curonians became assimilated by 
the Samogitians. Archaeologists and linguists claim a great Curonian contribution 
to North-West Samogitian culture and linguistic dialect,52 and the same might also 
be supposed in folk music.
From the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, and later, Curonians/
Samogitians and Lietuvininkai sailed on ships belonging to traders from Klaipėda. 
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries they also sailed on the trade ships of 
the Curonian duke (Kurzeme or Curonia is a region in Latvia), who controlled a strip 
of the Lithuanian Baltic coast from Šventoji to Būtingė. As well as other destinations, 
these ships reached Great Britain and Ireland. And, moreover, from the sixteenth 
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to the eighteenth century English and Sco�ish merchants had trading posts, or, for 
various reasons, lived in Klaipėda, Šilutė, Šventoji, and other places in Lithuania 
such as Kėdainiai and Biržai.53
Styles of the Skuodas and Plungė districts 
Due to the considerable amount of untranscribed and unanalysed material, I 
needed to restrict some of the stylistic and structural aspects of this music and 
decided to consider: 1) the way the sound was produced, including, articulation 
and typical bow strokes; 2) the vertical or linear structure of the music; 3) melodic 
ornamentations; 4) the main character of the modal structure; 5) typical rhythmic 
pa�erns; 6) typical cadences; 7) the form of the melodies, and the tempo.
Most Lithuanian folk ﬁddlers born in the nineteenth and the beginning of 
the twentieth centuries produce a very intensive and rich, sometimes even forced, 
sound, while ﬁddlers of a younger generation produce a typically so�er and more 
melodious sound. In the districts of Skuodas and Plungė this was observed in 
the playing of the ﬁddlers born at the beginning of twentieth century. However, 
even ﬁddlers born later in the district of Plungė used a narrow vibrato but only on 
sustained notes. Some ﬁddlers from the Skuodas district used intense vibrato when 
playing waltzes or marches on the A string in the upper register. A similar playing 
technique is characteristic of Lithuanian folk ﬁddlers when they play in ensembles 
with one or more accordions, since they want to be heard more clearly.
Sustained notes are sometimes played with crescendos as in southern 
districts, but they are not as distinctive as in the district of Telšiai, where such 
notes are usually performed using the unison produced by a stopped and an open 
string.
The powerful accents of full on-string bow strokes are typical of the ﬁddling 
styles used by musicians of an older generation. Kaulius played almost entirely 
in this way, rarely li�ing his bow or playing legato. The accents made by ﬁddlers 
of a younger generation, beginning with those born in 1906, are usually much 
so�er. This is sometimes related to playing with the upper half of the bow. Other 
ﬁddlers across the generations used many diﬀerent bow strokes, mostly more or 
less accentuated stops on-string and li�ed bow strokes. The li�ing, sometimes with 
heavy bow strokes might be treated as being characteristic of the ﬁddle music of the 
Plungė district. Some ﬁddlers from the Skuodas district also o�en performed li�ed 
but lighter, spiccato-like bow strokes.
Fiddlers from both districts rarely played legato and only slurred up to two 
series of two to three notes, except for the ﬁddlers who also played in brass bands, 
and these played up to four series slurring up to four or even six notes at once. On 
occasions all ﬁddlers used cross-bowing, when the ﬁrst note of the slur begins on 
the o�eat in the middle of a bar, or when slurring pitches across the bars. Such 
ﬁddling techniques are much more frequent in Southern Lithuanian ﬁddling.
A constant drone of one or two of the lower open strings, and sometimes 
an upper string, is predominantly found in the ﬁddling style of the Skuodas and 
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Plungė districts. Some ﬁddlers of the older generation preferred to play only open 
strings, whereas younger ﬁddlers used the drone only occasionally. In all cases the 
drone rhythmically coincides with the main melodic voice. Many ﬁddlers played 
chords of three or four strings. Some ﬁddlers o�en played double-stopped thirds, 
sixths, and octaves, single ﬁnger stopped ﬁ�hs, and also fourths and unisons with 
open strings A or E. The ﬁddlers of older generations usually played thirds and 
sometimes ﬁ�hs or octaves in parallels, although the younger ﬁddlers preferred 
parallel sixths, sometimes in long successions. However, there are some ﬁddlers of 
all generations who played double-stops only rarely, or did not play them at all.
Typical melodic ornamentations, besides one or two appoggiaturas, 
sometimes of three notes, are glissandi, sometimes long, ascending and descending. 
The termination in one pitch is rare. Domarkienė-Rupeikaitė described a custom 
related to a special glissando, repeated several times up and down the D string. In 
this way, with an element of humour, the ﬁddlers were asking for money when they 
performed, since they usually collected their honorarium. Domarkienė-Rupeikaitė 
also played a dance called ‘Suktinis’, traditionally played as the ﬁrst or last dance 
in Lithuanian dance evenings, which used the same eﬀect at the end.54 A semantic 
connection with this ‘intonation of appeal’ might also be drawn in the long slide 
downwards of a foxtrot-like polka, ‘If You Want to Get a Man’ played by Varpiotas. 
Some ﬁddlers of the younger generation preferred glissandi, whereas other ﬁddlers 
preferred motifs or trills to other categories of ornamentation.
The tunes have a wide melodic range. Some ﬁddlers of the older generation 
played just up to B natural on the E-string, but many ﬁddlers of all generations 
played up to D, E, or F sharp on the E-string. Fiddle music played by Kaulius and 
Liatukas is distinguished by its special modal structure, which could be thought of 
as archaic. It seems that Kaulius fully uses all ﬁve sounds (notes on one string in 
ﬁrst position) of a string before he turns to another one. Liatukas combines G and D 
scales, playing not only long structures, but also parts of them. He also likes leaps 
from the E-string to the D and G strings.
Besides the common keys of G and D, some musicians also played in C (again, 
those who had played in brass bands), while Citavičius also played in the key of F. 
Not only did J. Platakis play in D, G, C, but also in A and G-minor. Bičkus played in 
the same keys, but used D for the minor mode, while Jukis played a minor piece in 
b. Major-like modes predominate, with minor modes used in only a few pieces (or
their parts) by the three musicians: the waltz ‘It’s Hard to Live’, a foxtrot-like dance 
‘Dirižablis’, and the ﬁrst part of a foxtrot by J. Platakis, part of ‘Karobuška’ by Jukis, 
and ‘Aleksandrovka’ by Bičkus, the la�er two dances being of Russian origin. In the 
music of the older Samogitian ﬁddlers one can see some minor intonations played 
on open A and E strings with a ﬂat third.55 More common are major-like modes with 
a sharpened or sharp fourth; the ﬂat seventh rarely occurs. Occasional transitional 
chromaticisms with a tendency towards the microtonic are distinctive markers for 
the ﬁddle music of Skuodas and Plungė districts, and are used by many ﬁddlers.
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The rhythm of the music that has been analysed is rather plain. Besides the 
longer rhythmical values, only quavers, and up to four successive semiquavers, 
are used. Sometimes repetition of notes or even tremolo occurs. Only a few 
musicians performed up to eight or nine semiquavers in succession, like an 
obbligato or motif.56 Quite o�en triplets of small rhythmical values, such as 
semiquavers and demisemiquavers, are played, but rarely quavers. Occasional 
do�ed and double-do�ed rhythmical pa�erns, or a tendency to a do�ed rhythm, 
from crotchets to semiquavers is typical of the music in both districts, and of all 
generations of ﬁddlers. Retrograde phrases occur occasionally, and Jundalas, for 
example, liked to end the music using a rhythmical pa�ern of semiquavers and 
do�ed quavers.
Syncopation, sometimes in complicated rhythmical pa�erns, is common in 
the ﬁddle music of both districts, and is considered to be a distinguishing feature 
of North Lithuanian folk music, especially of sutartinės, a special polyphonic genre 
of Higher Lithuanian vocal and instrumental folk music. When the ﬁddlers use 
cross-bowing and slur two bars with the same note, syncopation o�en emerges as 
well. Occasional short rests at the beginning of a bar can also give the impression 
of syncopation.
Rhythmically and metrically expanded cadences, o�en performed ritenuto, 
are commonly used by ﬁddlers of the older generation, although cadences with 
semiquavers do sometimes occur. In the context of all Lithuanian folk ﬁddle music 
the cadence of a song played by Domarkienė-Rupeikaitė is particularly interesting 
(see Figure 4). Most ﬁddlers of the younger generation have adopted traditional 
cadences, but with some obvious changes. Performances o�en ﬁnish with a chord, 
not of a third, but of a sixth. Rimkus liked to ﬁnish downwards with a triad of the 
keynote. Do�ed or syncopated rhythms only occur in cadences by ﬁddlers of the 
younger generation.
A simple two-part form of a piece is the most common throughout 
Lithuanian ﬁddle music, although ﬁddlers of all generations from the districts of 
Plungė and Skuodas used to play pieces in a simple three-part form ABC, with no 
compositions having a one-part form. The impact of professional music, and the 
brass band playing tradition is obvious in the complex three-part form ABAC(A) 
of some marches and polkas (see Figure 8), sometimes with strict metrically and 
rhythmically organised ‘three chords’ at the beginning, and a special insertion 
before the third trio-like part. Polkas ‘with laughter’ have a regular two-bar 
introduction before the ﬁrst part. The parts are performed in diﬀerent keys, 
which are sometimes introduced by a modulation of one or two notes. In other 
Samogitian districts a one-part form is typical for the dance ‘Leilinderis’, but 
Citavičius had even played it in a four-part form (ABCD BC). A tendency to a 
free four-part form of ‘usual’ long (eight bars long, in duple time) and shorter 
structures was observed in the last part of a quadrille, a gallop played by Liatukas 
(A A¹ b C d A² A³).
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Figure 8 Polka (MFA KF 6972/10, pat. J. Platakis), recorded in 1978 
by R. Astrauskas and J. Baltramiejūnaitė.
Besides the tradition of playing parts of dances, country dances and marches 
in diﬀerent tempi, there is also a tendency to quicken the tempo towards the end. 
The tempi of the dances is rather moderate 96–112 beats per minute (bpm), slightly 
quicker for the country dances, 106–120 bpm, and polkas, 108–120 bpm. Due to the 
concert convention, musicians of the younger generation, as elsewhere in Samogitia 
and Lithuania, preferred rubato and faster tempi (e.g. 126 bpm for a polka and 135 
bpm for a dance). Due to the sharper ﬁddle tunings and faster tempi of recorded 
music, it is clear that some recordings need to be restored to their original speed and 
pitch.
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The use of tempo rubato and the sharper fourth are characteristic of all 
Samogitian folk singing, and do�ed rhythms, syncopations, and sliding up to a note 
are common to folk singing in the districts of Skuodas, Plungė, and Telšiai,57 and 
thus can be considered as distinguishing features of the local music traditions.
Conclusion
The folk ﬁddling tradition in the North-West Samogitian districts of Skuodas and 
Plungė existed side by side with professional (institutional) orchestras and traditional 
brass bands. The ties with these music traditions in folk ﬁddle music are evidenced 
by the so�er ﬁddle sounds, as well as by special bow strokes (e.g. tremolo, spiccato), 
a fairly wide variation of keys, a large melodic range, frequent chromaticisms, and 
a complex three-part form of some marches and polkas, as well as the predominant 
many part form. Small ensembles with one or two ﬁddles remained the most popular 
in the folk ﬁddling tradition and many ﬁddlers maintained the distinguishing 
features of their older regional and local styles. They share an intense and rich 
sound as well as the powerful articulated full on-string (and sometimes also li�ed) 
bow strokes, open string drones, appoggiaturas, and glissandi as typical melodic 
ornamentations, and, in some cases, retain archaic modal structures. As in all West 
Lithuania the folk ﬁddlers (and other musicians) in the districts of Skuodas and 
Plungė preferred slower tempi, longer rhythmical values and rather plain rhythms, 
alongside distinctive do�ed and syncopated rhythms. 
Among older regional dances documented were some shared with other north-
west Samogitian districts (e.g. ‘Blezdingėlė’, ‘Jonkelis’) and one dance in common with 
the Klaipėda region (‘Kepurinė’). Many of the dances show considerable Western 
or Eastern European inﬂuences, with a number of dances related to the Latvian 
folk music tradition. The jig-like tunes of the parts of quadrilles, as well as some 
features of ﬁddling styles, could be considered a musical heritage resulting from old 
maritime connections between Lithuanians and other Northern European people.
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